Welcome to the Beaver Trust Learning Pack!

There’s never been a better time to find new ways to connect our young people with nature, building a sense of wonder and joy, and maintaining their innate love for and connection with the natural world. Beavers offer a fascinating link across many core subjects, whilst being rather helpfully furry and cute!

Resources available
On our website, you will find a selection of Learning Resources which contain curriculum linked;

- lesson plans
- classroom projects
- pupil worksheets
- knowledge organisers
- assembly guides
- fun activities
...and other ideas for group sessions or classroom lessons on all things beaver!

How to use them
The pack has been developed in collaboration with primary teachers and experienced education practitioners, and designed so that you can do as much or as little as you like – make beavers and wetland habitats a term-long sequence for your class, or just spend one morning or afternoon on it, it’s up to you!

Where to get more support
Depending on where you are in Britain and on our bookings diary, we may be available to come along and deliver some of the lesson materials to your class in person (available from 2024); please contact us about this to discuss your needs.

If you have any questions or would like to discuss or clarify anything further, you can contact info@beavertrust.org and we'll be happy to guide you.

Feedback request
We’re continuing to develop our educational offering and welcome feedback from you on what resources you found helpful and how they were received. If you have 5 minutes to spare, please consider filling in our feedback form and, if you wish to stay in touch, we can keep you updated on new materials coming through or opportunities for joining in future initiatives.

Happy adventures with the beaver pack!

The Beaver Trust team